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The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary, 3rd edition (OSPD3) is more valuable as a list of

acceptable words for use when playing Scrabble than it is as a dictionary. That being said, it is not

totally useful as a list of words. The 3rd edition updates the word list from the 2nd edition, but leaves

out offensive words, to allow the dictionary to be used when playing with children. If you don't mind

not having offensive words in your Scrabble word arsenal, then this book is fine for you.However, if

you want your word list to be complete, then you need the Official Tournament and Club Word List

(OWL), which is available only from the National Scrabble Association. Unfortunately, you need to

become a member before they will sell you the book. It doesn't contain definitions, either, only a list

of 2- to 9-letter words. And, you still need Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th Edition to

get the longer words.. ..Now that you know how to collect all the words allowable in Scrabble

tournament and club play, know this: Your friends and family will complain when you try to use

many of these words! The official word list is a compilation of all the words from the 10 most popular

dictionaries that satisfy the conditions listed in the Scrabble rules for acceptable words. So, some

dictionary has defined ED to mean "education" (presumably from phrases like "special ed" or

"driver's ed"). However, it's not considered an abbreviation because that dictionary didn't specifically

mention that it's an abbreviation. Also, foreign words are unacceptable, but there are a lot of words

of foreign origin that are acceptable (CHEZ, CIAO, CASA, etc.), and spellings of foreign letters

(ALPHA, BETA, XI, QOPH, etc.).

The OSPD is no ordinary dictionary. There are capsule definitions given but no usage tips. All the

entries are in caps. Since there are no proper names allowed, this doesn't matter. The most

important information about the entries (from the point of view of the Scrabble player) is how they



are spelled, how they are made plural, how the gerund and past tenses are formed, and whether

you can make comparatives or superlatives out of the word and how.For example the plural of

"bijou" (a jewel) is either "bijoux" or "bijous," and the OSPD gives that info. The gerund of "snib" (to

latch) is "snibbing" while the comparative of "sleazy" is "sleazier" and the superlative, "sleaziest."

There is also the adverb, "sleazily."The -er form of a word is listed separately. If you don't find it, it's

not a word!--or at least that should be our agreement. For example "renown" is a noun and a verb

but there is no "renowner"--"someone who makes renown" since the verb is intransitive, but there is

a "tearer"--"one who tears." (There's also a "terror," but never mind.)By the way, words beginning

with the prefix "re" as in, e.g., "reword" are listed separately from words that begin with the "re" that

is not a prefix. Again, "renown" is not listed after "rename" but follows "renovate" a few pages

later.The other peculiarities of the entries are explained in the Introduction, which I highly

recommend you read. (Be sure your informed opponent has read it!) There it is explained why "You

should look always look at several entries above and below the expected place..." when searching

for the word in question. You should also read the brief Preface in which the editors explain why

some offensive (especially four-letter) words do not appear.
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